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Mishlei 11-16

Kindness and Callousness

Key Concepts

A person who has the habit of being kind to others is sensitive to their feelings. In

every interaction with other people he tries to avoid causing pain. But a callous

person is insensitive to the feelings of others and often chooses to act in such a way

as to cause them pain or hurt feelings.

These behavioral traits are reflected in the way a person treats himself. If he is a

kind person he seeks to do good in every action, including the way he treats his

own body. He values his body as an important instrument that enables him to serve

Hashem. If he indulges in practices which cause pain or harm to his body, he is not

a kind person, but a callous one.

Exploring Mishlei

:h �r�z �f 	t «ur �t �J r�f«g �u s �x �j Jh �t «uJ �p	b k �n«D (zh)
(17) A kind man treats himself with kindness but a cruel person afflicts his

body.

Mishlei contrasts the respectful way a kind man treats his body with the way a

callous person behaves. Although some people might think it noble to afflict one’s

body with pain and discomfort, Mishlei sees it as a reflection of a cruel nature. 

Learning Mishlei

 s �x �j Jh �t IJ �p	b k �n«D (zh)
:h �r�z �f 	t Ir �t �J r�f«g �u

A kind man is kind to others and correspondingly treats himself (body and soul)

with kindness — s �x�j Jh 	t «uJ p�b k �n«D, but it is a cruel person who afflicts his

body — h 	r�z f �t «ur �t J r�f«g u.

Additional Insights

A series of insights illuminating this proverb are presented below. The numbers

identifying the insights refer to the listing of sources at the end of the segment.
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KINDNESS

(1) The kind man balances the body’s appetite for pleasure against the needs

of good health and well-being. He gives his body that which is most beneficial

to it.

(2) The kind man is generous and giving by nature. He resists the tendency

that some people have to be stingy about spending money. As long as there

is a valid purpose to be served, he is pleased to help other people and make

them happy.

(3) A man who shows consideration for himself will also show consideration

for another. 

(4) If a person dedicates his thoughts to acting kindly to others and doing

mitzvos,  then even his measured actions to benefit himself such as eating

and giving pleasure to his body are considered to be a mitzvah, because all

his intentions are worthy. In fact, the food he eats is equivalent to a

sacrificial offering. 

(5) A person who diminishes his material wealth by giving money to the

needy is doing a kindness to his spiritual self. 

(6) The verb “gomel” (k �n«D) is used for actions which reflect one’s feelings

towards an individual, whether it be love or ill will. In effect, the actions of a

kind person reflect his favorable attitude towards the spiritual part of himself,

which is the essence of a human being.

(7) A kind person is concerned about benefitting his soul through the food he

eats. Therefore, he is especially concerned that the food does not come to

him through dishonest means . 

CALLOUSNESS

(8) A person who deprives himself out of stinginess will surely be callous to

the needs of others. 

(9) The person who deprives himself of the necessities of life is acting against

the will of Hashem, because the physical part of himself was given to enable

him to serve Hashem and perform mitzvos with a clear mind. That function

cannot be effectively fulfilled if he is not in a state of health. 
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(10) Some people think that it is an appropriate avodah to afflict one’s body.

But this is contrary to the wishes of Hashem. The Torah has set aside only

one day a year in which it is a mitzvah to afflict one’s physical self. 

(11) If a person acts against the wishes of his Creator, everything that he

does to satisfy his physical desires is considered as being cruel to his body.

Sources

The primary sources used for the additional insights illuminating this segment are

listed below. 

d"ckr 'vbuh ubhcr - (1)
vbuh ubhcr - (2)
,usumn - (3)
t"rdv - (4)
o"hckn - (5)
o"hckn - (6)

thhjh ict (7)
,usumn - (8)

rgbk lubj 'vbuh ubhcr - (9)
d"ckr - (10)
t"rdv (11)
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